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There are all sorts of benefits to outdoor learning and 
play. It’s highly engaging, lots of fun and gives kids a 
good old dose of fresh air.
But when space is tight and the weather’s not consistently great, outdoor 
learning can become less of a given and more of a pipe dream.

However, the good news is, that outdoor learning is increasingly factoring 
on schools’ agendas, thanks to the ultimate 21st century solution – 
outdoor canopies.

During the 25+ years we’ve been designing and manufacturing our industry-
leading outdoor canopies, we’ve installed thousands of systems at schools of 
all sizes and in all locations. And demand for outdoor canopies from primary, 
secondary, high schools and colleges is on the rise.

The beauty of outdoor canopies, is that they tick multiple boxes. For 
instance, they provide much-needed dining, teaching and study space, and 
valuable outdoor learning environments that can be enjoyed in all seasons.

See for yourself by taking a look at the school  
canopy examples over the next few pages...
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REQUIREMENT:
Create more dining space and provide a multi-purpose area for students to use during 
their free periods 

SOLUTION:
The Cantabria canopy

WINSTANLEY COLLEGE, WIGAN
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To read the full case study, head to: 
canopiesuk.co.uk/casestudies/winstanley-college

WINSTANLEY COLLEGE, WIGAN
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REQUIREMENT:
 Provide pupils with a covered area where they can play and learn all-year round 

SOLUTION:
Connekt 

JOHN SCURR PRIMARY SCHOOL, LONDON
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To read the full case study, head to: 
canopiesuk.co.uk/casestudies/john-scurr-primary-school

JOHN SCURR PRIMARY SCHOOL, LONDON
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REQUIREMENT:
Create a covered outdoor seating area for pupils to use at lunch and during break 
times.

SOLUTION:
Connekt 

THE EAST MANCHESTER ACADEMY, MANCHESTER
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To read the full case study, head to: 
canopiesuk.co.uk/casestudies/east-manchester-academy/

THE EAST MANCHESTER ACADEMY, MANCHESTER
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REQUIREMENT:
Provide more space for pupils to sit and eat during lunch and break times

SOLUTION:
Connekt umbrella canopy

WELLINGTON SCHOOL, ALTRINCHAM
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To read the full case study, head to: 
canopiesuk.co.uk/casestudies/wellington-school/

WELLINGTON SCHOOL, ALTRINCHAM
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Introducing –

The Cantabria Canopy
Did you see our Cantabria canopy on pages 3 and 4?
The Cantabria isn’t the only outdoor canopy system that we offer however,  
it is hugely popular with schools for many reasons, including the fact the:

• Roof can be easily retracted at the touch of a button

• Durable aluminium frame, integrated guttering, waterproof roof and glass 
screens effortlessly combine to make a UV protected environment

• Glass screens easily transform an open space into a stylish, fully enclosed unit

• Extensive range of glass sides that are available, which include fixed, folding and 
sliding, balustrade and internal

• System offers 100 per cent protection in wind speeds of up to 60km/h when 
fully closed. In the finer months, the glass sides can be retracted, and come the 
cooler, wetter or more changeable weather, can be partially or fully closed

• Finished product looks incredibly stylish and is capable of instantly creating a 
focal point

• Canopy is available in any length and projections of up to 10 metres for single 
units and 20 metres for twin units

For more school canopy ideas and inspiration, as well of details of our  
affordable payment options, visit our website: www.canopiesuk.co.uk

For more information about how the Cantabria can help you generate extra room 
by making the most of your outdoor space all-year round, contact us for a free 
consultation on info@canopiesuk.co.uk or 01254 777 002
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Canopies UK is the country’s leading 
designer, manufacturer and installer 
of high quality canopies. Established 
for more than 25 years, the company 
employs over 50 staff at its Lancashire 
headquarters, which incorporates offices, 
production space and warehousing. 

Serving a multitude of sectors, 
including hospitality, education, 
healthcare and construction, Canopies 
UK delivers excellence through site 
specific specification and unrivalled 
product quality.  

About  
Canopies UK

The UK’s leading canopy supplier
www.canopiesuk.co.uk

Chanters Way, Darwen, Lancashire, BB3 0GY


